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Figure 1: Some early rendering results based on the dual scattering implementation presented in this report.

Abstract

Simulating the multiple scattered light is critical for rendering light
colored hair. Most of the existing models for simulating the ex-
act behavior of multiple scattered light are computationally expen-
sive and require additional data structures. The Dual Scattering
model [Zinke et al. 2008] is a fast and relatively accurate model
that approximates the behavior of multiple scattering component.
In this report we provide the necessary details needed for imple-
menting the Dual Scattering model efficiently without any ray trac-
ing steps and any extra data structures. We have implemented this
model in RenderMan and it has formed the foundation for our work
in [Sadeghi et al. 2010].
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1 Motivation

It is critical to consider multiple scattering of light to ensure the cor-
rect perception of hair color, especially for light colored hair [Moon
and Marschner 2006; Zinke and Weber 2006]. To capture the exact
behavior of the multiple scattered light one needs elaborate methods
like brute force path tracing [Zinke and Weber 2007], photon map-
ping [Moon and Marschner 2006; Zinke and Weber 2006], or other
grid based approaches like [Moon et al. 2008]. Path tracing ap-
proaches are computationally expensive and their results converge
very slowly. Photon mapping and grid based approaches are faster
than path tracing methods but are still relatively expensive. Be-
sides, the latter two are two pass methods which need ray tracing
capabilities in their first pass and extra data structures to store extra
information in the scene for the second pass (e.g. photons or spher-
ical harmonics coefficients). Therefore, integrating these methods
into RenderMan is more complicated than a typical surface shader.

Another class of methods try to approximate the multiple scattering
component by considering the physical properties of human hair
fibers. The most recent method in this category is the Dual Scatter-
ing method [Zinke et al. 2008]. It is a fast and good approximation
that produces results very similar to path tracing. We decided to use
this method as the basis of our multiple scattering component be-
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cause it does not require extra data structures and with careful con-
siderations one can implement this method without any ray tracing
steps.

In Section 2 we explain the details of our implementation. We show
how one can implement the global multiple scattering component
without any ray tracing steps in Section 2.1. We also explain our
implementation of the local multiple scattering component and pro-
vide extra clarifications and formula needed for implementation of
this component in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we present the pseudo
code of our implementation and highlight its differences with the
original dual scattering method [Zinke et al. 2008]. We show some
rendering results of our model in Section 3 and present a summa-
rized version of our RenderMan Shading Language code in Ap-
pendix A.

2 Implementation

To implement the Dual Scattering method we follow the instruc-
tions of the original paper [Zinke et al. 2008]. However, there are
some notes and clarifications which might be useful for anyone who
wants to implement this method. In particular, in the original pa-
per, the longitudinal inclination angles θ, θh, θd, θi and θo have
been used interchangeably. We try to state the subscripts of all θ
angles explicitly. Throughout this report we have highlighted all
modifications and formula which are not present in the original pa-
per in red. Table 1 summarizes all the terms and their corresponding
descriptions that will be used in this report.

The Dual Scattering method approximates the multiple scattering
component Ψ as a combination of two components: global mul-
tiple scattering ΨG and local multiple scattering ΨL. The global
multiple scattering component approximates the amount of light
that reaches the neighborhood of the shading point after it travels
through the hair volume. The local multiple scattering approxi-
mates the scattering events within the neighborhood of the shading
point (See Figure 2). The multiple scattering component is derived
according to the following equation :

Ψ(x, ωd, ωi) = ΨG(x, ωd, ωi)(1 + ΨL(x, ωd, ωi)) (1)

where ωd is the direction of the incoming light entering the hair vol-
ume and ωi is the direction of the multiple scattered light reaching
the shading point x. This equation states that the multiple scattered



light reaching the eye is either the result of global multiple scatter-
ing or its combination with the scattering events around the shading
point (i.e. local multiple scattering).

Symbol Description

Ψ Multiple scattering function
ΨG / ΨL Global/local multiple scattering function

ωi Incoming light direction
ωo Outgoing view direction
ωd Direct lighting direction

θi / θo Incoming/outgoing longitudinal angle
θh / θd Half/difference angle between θi and θo

Tf Forward scattering transmittance

Sf Forward scattering spread

S̄b Average backward scattering spread

Āb Average backscattering attenuation

∆̄b Average backscattering longitudinal shift

df / db Forward/backward scattering density factor

āf / āb Average forward/backward attenuation

ᾱf / ᾱ
2
b Average forward/backward scattering shift

β̄2
f / β̄

2
b Average forward/backward scattering variance

σ̄2
f / σ̄

2
b Total variance of forward/backward scattering

fdirects / fscatters Single scattering for direct/indirect lighting

fdirectback / fscatterback Backscattering for direct/indirect lighting

MX Longitudinal scattering function for component X
NX Azimuthal scattering function for component X
αX Longitudinal shift for component X
βX Longitudinal width for component X

Table 1: Summary of all terms used in this report.

2.1 Global Multiple Scattering

Global multiple scattering ΨG is especially important for rendering
light colored hair since it accounts for the light that penetrates the
hair volume. Since the dominant subcomponent of the hair scatter-
ing function is the transmission component (TT), ΨG is approxi-
mated by only the front scattered light. In other words, ΨG is the
contribution of one or more TT scattering events along the line con-
necting the shading point to the light source. Therefore, ΨG at any
point is dependent on the orientations of all the hairs between the
light source and that point. It is approximated by the multiplica-
tion of the forward scattering transmittance Tf and spread Sf of
the light that reaches the shading point from all light sources.

ΨG(x, ωd, ωi) ≈ Tf (x, ωd)Sf (x, ωd, ωi) (2)

Global multiple scattering will be computed separately for different
points. One of the easiest way of computing this component is by
using a ray shooting method. In this method, for a given shading
point, we shoot a ray toward the light and intersect it with any hair
that occludes the light source. Then from the orientations of those
intersecting hairs we compute the forward scattering transmittance
according to :

Tf (x, ωd) = df

n∏
k=1

āf (θkd) (3)

Here df is the forward scattering density factor which accounts for
the hair density around the shading point. In the original paper, this
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ωi 

Figure 2: The dual scattering method separates the multiple scat-
tering component (blue) into global multiple scattering (red) and
local multiple scattering (green). The global multiple scattering
depends on the orientation of all hair strands between the shad-
ing point and the light sources while the local multiple scattering
depends only on the orientation of the hair strand at the shading
point.

density factor is set to 0.7. The term θkd represents the longitudinal
inclination at the k’th scattering event and āf (θd) is the average at-
tenuation which is computed from the fiber scattering function fs.
The computation of the single scattering components is identical
to [Marschner et al. 2003] and is the product of longitudinal scat-
tering functionsM , which are modeled as Gaussian functions, with
precomputed azimuthal scattering functions N .

We also compute the forward scattering spread as follows

Sf (x, ωd, ωi) = g(θh, σ̄
2
f (x, ωd))/(π cos θd) (4)

Here σ̄2
f is the total variance of forward scattering in the longitu-

dinal directions and is the sum of variances of all scattering events
along the shadow path:

σ̄2
f (x, ωd) =

n∑
k=1

β̄2
f (θkd) (5)

Ray shooting is very straightforward in the ray tracing context but
it is very expensive when using a REYES based renderer like Ren-
derMan. We therefore approximate the global multiple scattering
component by assuming that the hairs in front of any point have the
same orientation as the shading point. This is a good approximation
for long flat hair style which was the main focus for our production.
Moreover, in a production environment, the inaccuracies in this ap-
proximation can be compensated by the extra artistic controls. At
each shading point we estimate the number of hair strands n in front
of a shading point by looking up the shadow opacity value stored in
the deep shadow maps. We then approximate Tf and σ̄2

f according
to the following formula:

Tf (x, ωd) ≈ df āf (θd)
n (6)

σ̄2
f (x, ωd) ≈ β̄2

f (θd)× n (7)

Here θd is the longitudinal inclination of the hair strands at the shad-
ing point.

These approximations have been acceptable based on our produc-
tion needs. However, an exact implementation is possible if it is re-
quired. The goal is to find

∏n
k=1 āf (θkd) and

∑n
k=1 β̄

2
f (θkd) where

n is the number of hairs in front of the shading point and θkd is the
longitudinal angle of the hair strand with respect to the light source.
Here, āf and β̄2

f are precomputed functions.



Figure 3: Applying blond hair to one of our existing characters. This was another early test done without the help of artists.

The main idea is to use deep shadow maps to calculate the list of
all θkd angles. Then we can use these values to compute all the
values of āf (θkd) and β̄2

f (θkd). For the exact solution, we introduce
a virtual opacity function inside the hair surface shader and let it
return opacity values κ as a function of its longitudinal orientation
(Any one-to-one mapping form −π/2 ≤ θd ≤ π/2 to 0 < κ < 1
works). In the first step we compute the deep shadow map of the
hair volume using these opacity functions. In the second step we
do a post process on the deep texture file generated for the deep
shadow maps. We can retrieve the actual opacity values from the
stored shadow function inside the deep texture. Also, from those
opacity values we can compute the actual orientations of the hair
fibers. This will provide us with list of θkd values.

2.2 Local Multiple Scattering

The local multiple scattering function ΨL approximates the light
scattering events within the neighborhood of the shading point.
Light paths contributing to ΨL must include at least one backward
scattering event since other light paths are already accounted for in
ΨG. For simplification, we assume that all the hairs surrounding
the shading region have the same orientation and that there is an
infinite number of them. Therefore ΨL is only dependent on the
longitudinal inclination of the hair strand at the shading point. This
enables us to pre-compute ΨL for all the longitudinal inclination
angles :

ΨL(x, ωd, ωi)fs(ωi, ωo) ≈ dbfback(ωi, ωo) (8)

Here db is the backward scattering factor and similar to df it is
set to 0.7. fback is the backscattered light which is the product of
an average backscattering attenuation function Āb and an average
backscattering spread function S̄b:

fback(ωi, ωo) = 2Āb(θd)S̄b(ωi, ωo)/ cos θd (9)

The average backscattering attenuation function Āb is given by

Āb(θd) =
ābā

2
f

1− ā2
f

+
ā3
b ā

2
f

(1− ā2
f )2

(10)

where āf and āb are the average forward and backward scattering
attenuations. Similar to Sf (Equation 4), S̄b is computed as

S̄b(x, ωd, ωi) = g(θh − ∆̄b(θd), σ̄
2
b (θd))/(π cos θd)

where ∆̄b is the average longitudinal shift given by:

∆̄b ≈ ᾱb(1−
2ā2
b

(1− ā2
f )2

) + ᾱf (
2(1− ā2

f )2 + 4ā2
f ā

2
b

(1− ā2
f )3

) (11)

and σ̄b is the average backscattering standard deviation given by:

σ̄b ≈ (1 + db ā
2
f )
āb

√
2β̄2

f + β̄2
b + ā3

b

√
2β̄2

f + β̄2
b

āb + ā3
b(2β̄f + 3β̄b)

(12)

Here ᾱf (θd) and ᾱb(θd) are the average forward and backward
scattering shifts respectively. They are basically weighted averages
of longitudinal shifts, αR, αTT , and αTRT for the front and back
scattering hemispheres. They can be computed from the following
equations:

ᾱf (θd) =

∫
Ωf
fRαR + fTTαTT + fTRTαTRT (θd)∫

Ωf
fR + fTT + fTRT (θd)

(13)

ᾱb(θd) =

∫
Ωb
fRαR + fTTαTT + fTRTαTRT (θd)∫

Ωb
fR + fTT + fTRT (θd)

(14)

where Ωf and Ωb represent the forward and backward scattering
hemispheres. fX represents the X portion of the single scattering
component fs for X ∈ {R, TT, TRT}.

Similarly, for the average forward and backward scattering vari-
ances β̄2

f (θ) and β̄2
b (θ) we have:

β̄f (θd) =

∫
Ωf
fRβR + fTTβTT + fTRTβTRT (θd)∫

Ωf
fR + fTT + fTRT (θd)

(15)

β̄b(θd) =

∫
Ωb
fRβR + fTTβTT + fTRTβTRT (θd)∫

Ωb
fR + fTT + fTRT (θd)

(16)

Please note that ᾱf/b, β̄f/b, āf/b, ∆̄b and σ̄2
b are color variables

and have to be computed for different color channels (in general for
different wavelengths). This means that different wavelengths will
be shifted and spread differently.

For efficient computation, Zinke et al. computed the shading differ-
ently depending on whether or not the shading point receives illu-
mination directly F direct or through other hairs (points in shadow)
F scatter . For indirect versions they introduced fscatters which is a
modified version of single scattering component fdirects .

Similar to the single scattering BRDF, fscatters has three longitu-
dinal function called MG

X and three azimuthal functions NG
X for

X ∈ {R, TT, TRT}. These functions are computed directly from
the longitudinal and azimuthal functions of the hair BRDF as fol-
lows:

MG
X (θh) = MX(θh − αX , β̄2

X + σ̄2
f ) (17)

NG
X (θd, φ) =

2

π

∫ π

π/2

NX(θd, φ
′)dφ′ (18)



Note that NG
X should be the averaged version of NX over the front

scattering hemisphere but the authors of the paper considered a sim-
pler approximation to be the average over the front semi-circle.

The front hemisphere is dominated by the TT component. There
are some contributions from the R component as well, but the con-
tributions from the TRT component in the front scattering hemi-
sphere are very small. Therefore, NG

TT is larger than NG
R and both

of them are larger than NTRT which means that the color of the
fscatters component is being dominated by the color of the TT
component.

Similarly, fback should be computed separately for direct and indi-
rect lighting. We have decomposed the fback term form the original
paper into two terms fdirectback and fscatterback . The latter term accounts
for the change in variance of the forward scattered light in the lon-
gitudinal direction and will be used in the calculation of F scatter .
See Figure 4 for a visualization of different terms in the dual scat-
tering model.
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Figure 4: Sub-components of the dual scattering method. (a) Dual
scattering model. (b) Single scattering component (fs). (c) Av-
erage backscattering attenuation (Āb). (d) Local multiple scatter-
ing for direct light lighting (fdirectback ). (e) Local multiple scatter-
ing for indirected lighting (fscatterback ). (f) Average backscattering
spread (S̄b). (g) Single scattering for indirect lighting (fscatters )
(h) F scatter (i) F direct

fdirectback (ωi, ωo) =
2Āb(θ)g(θh − ∆̄b(θ), σ̄

2
b (θ) + σ̄2

f (x, ωd))

π cos2 θd
(19)

fscatterback (ωi, ωo) =
2Āb(θ)g(θh − ∆̄b(θ), σ̄

2
b (θ))

π cos2 θd
(20)

2.3 Pseudo Code

The following pseudo code is our revised version of the pseudo
code presented in Figure 5 of the original paper [Zinke et al.
2008]. The corresponding RenderMan pseudo code is shown in
Appendix A.

// Pre-compute Āb(θd), ∆̄b(θd) and σ̄2
b (θd) from fs for 0 < θd < π

// Compute the amount of direct lighting directFraction
// Compute the number of hairs in front of the shading point n

Tf (x, ωd) = df āf (θd)n

σ̄2
f (x, ωd) = β̄2

f (θd)× n

F( Tf , σ̄2
f , directFraction)

// Backscattering for direct/indirect lighting
fdirectback ⇐ 2Āb(θd)g(θh − ∆̄b(θd), σ̄2

b (θd))/(π cos2 θd)
fscatterback ⇐ 2Āb(θd)g(θh − ∆̄b(θd), σ̄2

b (θd) + σ̄2
f (θd))/(π cos2 θd)

// Longitudinal functions for direct/indirect lighting

MX ⇐ g(θh − αX , β̄2
X)

MG
X ⇐ g(θh − αX , β̄2

X + σ̄2
f )

// Azimuthal functions for indirect lighting
NGX (θd, φ)⇐ 2

π

∫ π
π/2NX(θd, φ

′)dφ′

// Single scattering for direct/indirect lighting
fdirects ⇐

∑
MX(θh)NX(θd, φ)

fscatters ⇐
∑
MG
X (θh)NGX (θd, φ)

Fdirect ⇐ directFraction(fdirects + dbf
direct
back )

F scatter ⇐ (Tf − directFraction)df (fscatters + πdbf
scatter
back )

// Combine the direct and indirect scattering components
return (Fdirect + F scatter) cos θi

3 Results

Figure 1 shows some rendering results from different viewing an-
gles and lighting directions. Figure 4 illustrates the contribution of
different terms involved in the computations of the dual scattering
model. Finally, Figure 3 shows some rendered frames of an anima-
tion using our dual scattering implementation.
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A RenderMan Shading Language Code

Here is a summary of the RenderMan Shading Language required
for implementing the Dual Scattering model.

class dual scattering(
// Defining the shader parameters
float enable = 1;
/*

type switch
name {Enable}
desc {Enables the hair shader.}

*/
color absorption coefficients = color (0.2, 0.3, 0.5);
/*

name {Absorption Coefficients}
desc {Absorption coefficients of hair medium for R, G and B channels.}

*/
float cuticle angle = 5;
/*

name {Cuticle Angle}
desc {The angle of cuticle scales on hair fiber.}

*/
...

)
{

//Defining the uniform parameters used in the pre-computation step
float db, df = 0.7;

color āf [θh], āb[θh], ᾱf [θh], ᾱb[θh], β̄2
f [θh], β̄2

b [θh];
color σ̄2

b [θh], Āb[θh], ∆̄b[θh],NGR [θh],NGTT [θh],NGTRT [θh];

//Defining the varying parameters which have different values for each shading point
varying float hairs in front;
varying color σ̄2

f ;
varying color Tf ;

//Defining the auxiliary functions like normalized Gaussian function etc.
float g(float variance; float x;)
{

return exp(-x*x/(2*variance))/sqrt(2*π*variance);
}
...

//Pre-computing and tabulating the uniform variables in the Constructor
public void construct ()
{

//Pre-computations should be done in the following order:
āf [θh], āb[θh] = ...
ᾱf [θh], ᾱb[θh] = ...
β̄f [θh], β̄b[θh] = ...
∆̄b[θh] = ...
σ̄2
b [θh] = ...
Āb[θh] = ...
NGR [θh],NGTT [θh],NGTRT [θh] = ...

}

//Main body of the hair surface shader.
public void surface( output color Ci, Oi;)
{

//Compute Hair tangent U, and viewing direction ωr , θr and φr
vector U = - normalize (dPdv);
ωr = -normalize(I);
...

// Loop over all the lights in the scene
illuminance (P )
{

//Compute light direction ωi, θi, θh, θd, φi and φ
ωi = normalize(L);
...

//Compute the amount of shadow from the deep shadow maps
float shadowed = 0;
lightsource (”out shadow”, shadowed);
float illuminated = 1 - shadowed;

//Estimate the number of hairs in front of the shading point
hairs in front = shadowed * hairs that cast full shadow;

//Use the number of hairs in front of the shading point to approximate σ̄2
f

σ̄2
f = hairs in front * β̄2

f [θh];

//Use the number of hairs in front of the shading point to approximate Tf
Tf = df * pow(āf [θh], hairs in front);

//Computing fdirects and fscatters

fdirects =
MR(θh) *NR(θd, φ) +
MTT (θh) *NTT (θd, φ) +
MTRT (θh) *NTRT (θd, φ);

fscatters =
MG
R (θh) *NGR (θd, φ) +

MG
TT (θh) *NGTT (θd, φ) +

MG
TRT (θh) *NGTRT (θd, φ);

//Computing fdirectback and fbackscatter

fdirectback =
2 *Āb[θd] * g(θh-∆̄b[θd], σ̄2

b [θd])/(π * cos2(θd));
fscatterback =

2 *Āb[θd] * g(θh-∆̄b[θd], σ̄2
b [θd]+σ̄2

f [θd])/(π * cos2(θd));

// Computing Fdirect

color Fdirect = (illuminated) * (fdirects + db * fdirectback );

// Computing F scatter

color F scatter = (Tf - illuminated) * df * (fscatters + π * db * fscatterback );

// Computing the final result
Ci += (Fdirect + F scatter) * cos(θi);

}
Oi = Os;
Ci *= Oi;

}
}


